Economical, Reliable and Responsive – a Great Alternative to Self-Fabrication

Designed with the Roofing Contractor and Sheet Metal Installer in mind, DynaClad® Edge Systems combine highly engineered and tested products with fast-turn convenience and economical pricing. Utilizing DynaClad® Edge products will allow you to enjoy streamlining your projects and maximizing profits with decreased labor costs. Carefully engineered systems are ANSI/SPRI ES-1 tested and the full DynaClad® Edge System series is backed by a 20-year, 110-mph wind warranty. With almost 30-years of Architectural Sheet Metal fabrication experience – DMI’s reputation of delivering Proven, Dependable and Sustainable products now delivers the best value and convenience needed in your roof edge system.

DynaClad Edge® Systems Advantages
- Improve productivity with fast delivery times and reduced labor costs with ease of installation
- Lowers installation time - saving labor cost
- Correct positioning and fit is ensured through the use of pre-punched fastener holes
- No crimping necessary with simple snap-on covers
- Fully engineered systems with shop-fabricated Corners, End Caps, End Terms, Fascia Extenders
- Complete systems include Internal Splice Plates and all needed high-torque screws and ring shank nails
- Available in PVDF coated Galvalume & Aluminum, Copper, Zinc and Stainless Steel

Exactly what’s needed in Roof Edge Products
- proven design - reliable quality - cost effective - convenient -

Snap-On Coping
A clean, simple Snap-on installation is designed into the DynaClad® Edge Snap-on Coping system to reduce labor time and costs. The complete system combines the value, engineering and enhanced aesthetics that today’s demanding building owner’s expect. Furnished with heavy 20 ga. or .050 Aluminum, 12” wide Anchor Chairs guaranteeing a quality, secure and lasting assembly. The non-penetrating design, without any required exposed fasteners, eliminates any need for heat welding and stripping-in of membranes.

Snap-On Fascia
Exacting engineering and rigorous testing delivers superior performance and an attractive appearance in the DynaClad® Snap-on Fascia. Our most popular system, it is designed to simplify installation with efficient and fast application, maximizing profits and reducing costly labor, all while providing exceptional aesthetics. The Edge Fascia protects single ply roofs against high wind events and driving rains, saving your building owner costly damage. Without penetrating the top surface of the membrane; the design of this system terminates the membrane against building perimeter

Gravel Stop & Drip Edge
Both the DynaClad® Edge Gravel Stop System and the Drip Edge System incorporate the same continuous 22 ga Steel or .040 Aluminum cleat for ease of installation and proper positioning and is pre-punched with fastener holes 12” o.c. on the face and 6” o.c. on the roof. Both the Gravel Stop and Drip Edge Systems incorporate a standard 3” deep, 90° roof flange that easily accepts stripped-in membrane roofing products. This system easily incorporates Sump and Spill-outs, as required.
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